POLICE ORDER No. 94

An instance has recently come to notice in which the name of an A.S.-I. was omitted from the nomination roll submitted to the Range Board for promotion to the rank of S.-I. although the names of his juniors had been mentioned. This violated the instructions issued in Police Order No. 2 of 1948, which is a very serious matter. All concerned are therefore, directed to scrutinise the nomination rolls very carefully in future so that an instance like this does not recur.

Further, in order to ensure that this is done, the S.P. concerned, while submitting nomination rolls, should check the rolls with the force register and furnish a certificate on each to the effect that name of no nominee who is senior to anybody mentioned in the list has been omitted therefrom. The certificate at the bottom of the nomination roll will be in continuation of the certificate required under P.M. Rule 659(c) and will include the following in addition:

“Certified that the name of no officer who is senior to any of my nominees has been omitted from the list”.

Manual reference... Rule 659

(Previous Police Order Reference No. 3 of 1954)